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First Flight of N800GY
By Michael Stephan

Experimental Aircraft Association

Chapter 168

It is with great excitement to announce that
another Chapter member has completed a
First Flight.

Article Index

On August 20th at Northwest Regional
Airport N800GY took to the skies for the
first time.
On his builder’s log Greg said this about
that day:
“Today is the long awaited day. First
Flight! Thank you Norm, my ground crew. It
has been a heck of a journey … I have turned
from builder to maintainer & operator.”
Greg Schroeder and Norm Biron preparing
for
the first flight of the Sportsman N800GY
Congratulations Greg!!
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Presidents Message

From the President/Editor

Cedar Mills Splash In Cancelled

By Michael Stephan

By Michael Stephan

A difficult summer is coming to a close as the fall is just
around the corner. Unfortunately, it doesn’t look like there will
be many Fall flying events as we are still under pandemic
advisories.
Our chapter meeting will stay online until it is safe to gather
together in a large group. Hopefully that will change by
December, so we can continue with our traditional Christmas
Party. That would make for a very bad ZOOM meeting. If we
are unable to have our Christmas Party Dinner, we will like
replace it with a regular Chapter online meeting, which might
be me reading my wishlist to Santa in a ZOOM window. Let’s
hope that doesn’t happen.
Although the fly ins have been diminished, the first flights are
picking up. July had Don Christensen in his Rans S-21. In
August, we have two more with Greg Schroeder flying his
Sportsman and Tom White flying his RV-8.
September could have Brad Roberts with his OneX project.
At Grand Prairie, we have Charlie Wright and his RV-10 that is
not far away. My RV-8FB could take a big leap forward in the
next few weeks if temperatures in the hangar get a bit more
tolerable.

Terrible News!
This is the one local fly in that I look forward to every
year. Best weekend of the year.
I understand the need for it, and it is unfortunate to not
have it this year. Chris Worstell, the staff, and the Sherman
Chapter do a great job, and I would hate to see any of them
compromised by a large gathering. Between the flooding
and the pandemics, the Splash In is becoming an everyother-year event.
Although the event will not happen, Cedar Mills is still
open to visit. The Restaurant is open as is the RV park and
the Marina. I’m scheduling a visit..

Officer Elections
By Michael Stephan

In October we will elect new officers for 2021.
Something that is not news, all the current officers have
volunteered to come back for another year. I am proud of
the members who for years have served our Chapter. They
represent us well. Below is the List.

Although the Virus is halting some things, it is giving builders
more time to work on their projects. Several manufacturers
report higher sales as people with more time at home are
building and buying parts and starting a new projects.

President - Michael Stephan

Also, I am working on creating a YouTube Channel for
myself where I can post videos. I would like it to be a Hangar
Echoes Live concept where I can post video updates of projects
and other flying events. Since I have a lot to learn you will
have to be patient while I figure it out. I have a teen ager as a
consultant.

Treasurer - Sam Cooper
This year might be a bit different is we cannot get together
for a voice vote in October. The Board will come up with a
method to get this done. Maybe at the ZOOM meeting.

Don Christiansen sent me a few pictures from his recent trip
to the Idaho back country. Though I would share one.

Builder Web Sites

In the meantime, keep building, enjoy some time watching
aviation videos and stay safe. If you have ideas, send them to
me. mstephan@shr.net

Vice President - Jim Novak
Secretary - Pete Miller

Stay Tuned.

Aaron Garinger’s Sling TSi
Pete Miller’s RV-7 smilinpete.com/wp/
Jim Novak’s RV-8 www.mykitlog.com/izzybear
Greg Schroeder’s Sportsman www.mykitlog.com/schroeder1

Don Christiansen’s S-21at Bernard (U54)
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Monthly Schedule
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS

Sept 1st Chapter Meeting Going ONLINE

Sep 2, Oct 6, Nov 10, Dec 1

The August Chapter meeting will be
an ONLINE meeting using the
ZOOM application on Tues, Sept 1st

TREASURER REPORT
Sam discussed the Treasurer’s Report for July. There were 3
membership renewals and 1 new member. We have 72 paid
members.

There will be a short organizational/
instructional session (about 10
minutes) at 7:00 PM. The program
will begin around at 7:10 p.m. and
finish by 9:00 p.m.

YOUNG EAGLES / EAGLE FLIGHTS

No Young Eagles report

Meeting ID: 872 5162 8868

OLD BUSINESS

When you join the ZOOM meeting
be sure to mute your microphone. If you also want to hide
your video and just watch, that will be OK as well.

• Norm discussed the Ray Aviation Scholarship and Aidan’s
progress. Aidan has passed his checkride, and is already
scheduled for his Instrument checkride on August 12.

This month our speaker will be Brad Dement from Emag
Air. We will discuss electronic ignitions for our aircraft
engines.

• Discussed the chapter roster. Due to feedback from
members regarding info that they want (or don’t want)
published, the rosters should be ready to go and published
later this month.

The Pmag is becoming the standard for new engines as they
have proved to be very reliable. The 6 cylinder models have
been shipping for quite a while and the backlog list is getting
shorter.
If you are interested or have questions. Join the ZOOM
meeting on Sept 1st.

• Norm has the First Flight plaque for Don Christiansen.
• Discussed whether to plan a December meeting in case the
Christmas Party cannot take place.
NEW BUSINESS

Sept Board Meeting

• Officer nominations are due. Pete and Sam agreed to
continue.

The Sept BOD meeting will be an online meeting on
Wednesday Sept 2nd at 7 pm. A summary of the minutes
from the Aug BOD meeting recorded by Pete Miller are as
follows: Meeting called to order by Michael Stephan at
19:02. Minutes from the previous meeting were approved as
emailed.

• Norm discussed the Ray Aviation Scholarship and Aidan’s
progress. Aidan has passed his checkride, and is already
scheduled for his Instrument checkride on August 12.

Officers/Directors in Attendance: Michael Stephan, Jim
Novak, Sam Cooper, Pete Miller, Norm Biron, Ann Asberry,
Jim Canniff, Ben Wright.
CHAPTER MEETINGS

• Discussed the future of online meetings.
o Should the BOD meetings take place on a different night
from the Chapter meetings, and stay online? Discussed
what day to have the meetings.
o Discussed the process for allowing members to attend
the BOD meetings.
o Michael is working on a personal YouTube channel that
would maybe show some chapter

September 1: Brad Dement from EMag Air.
October 6: Mike Montefusco: CO
November 10: Dewey Lewis: Fire Awareness and Response
in Small GA Aircraft

content; project visits, presentations, interviews. May even
have live segments through YouTube Live.

Meeting Dates: Sep 1, Oct 6, Nov 10

September EAA Webinars

The meeting was adjourned at 19:58.

Find them here: EAA Webinars
9/1/20 7 p.m. CDT Zenith STOL Airplanes Sebastien Heintz
9/2/20 7 p.m. CDT Fresh Annual Mike Busch
Qualifies for FAA WINGS and AMT credit.
9/22/20 7 p.m. CDT So You Think You Can Make a 180
Back on Takeoff? An In-Depth Look at Engine Failure Options
Charlie Precourt, Chris Glaeser, Rick Marshall, and Terry Lutz
Qualifies for FAA WINGS credit.
rvmel@icloud.com
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N800GY Now in Phase I

ELT Mandate

By Greg Schroeder

By Michael Stephan

I ordered the Sportsman 2+2 tail kit from Glasair back in Nov
of 2005. I started building and checking things off the list, then
moved to Florida in 2011, then to Dallas in 2014 and saved the
kit from a divorce. I have finished the roller coaster ride of
building and completed first flight the morning of August 20th
from 52F. There has been a lot of help from the Glasair Owners
forum both online and in person. The factory sent irregular
shipments of parts to replace the ones I screwed up from time to
time and Dan Dudley provided me transition training to make
sure I could fly the Sportsman. A few months ago I stuck my
nose in an open hangar and met Tom White who became my
building brother. We went through the last few months to first
flight in lockstep. Jim Novak and Joe Migis fellow builders and
chapter members who helped and cheered me on. Michael
Stephan provided scales and support with weight and balance. It
was then time to ask the DAR, Mel Asberry, if it was airworthy.
Mel worked me through the FAA paperwork and got me to
airworthiness. The crew chief Norm Biron provided a second
and third set of eyes on any squawks while I worked to get us to
zero. Norm is a great mentor and ground crew member helping
get the plane into the air and continues to be a sounding board
for my steps through Phase I. In summary, I found out it does
take a whole team of people to get an airplane completed.
I’ve had many rides in GlaStars and Sportsman owners/
builders. I want to thank all those who have patiently answered
questions both simple and complex. I am looking forward to
completing Phase I and return the favor of those rides. I will
see you all at a Fly in, and join the formation into KOSH.
N800GY is no longer a project but a plane. I look back and
simply can’t believe what it took to get to this point.
Persistence, maybe stubbornness, are the only words that come
close to encapsulating the experience. To other builders, stick to
it. Keep making progress. The tasks do come to an end, and all
that is left to do is fly it.
N800GY flew like a dream. I do have the heavy left wing and
have to work on cooling. All issues others have seen with lots of
potential solutions. I’m working on the Garmin VIRB cockpit
video. I’m working through Phase I using the EAA Flight Test
Manual task list moving toward Phase II.

Paul Bertorelli
recently published a
video on AvWeb that
discussed an issue I
have been arguing
about for a while. It is
the ELT Mandate.
www.avweb.com/
insider/its-time-tosunset-the-eltrequirement
In the VIDEO, Paul
contemplates the need for ELTs while he is working to
replace the battery in his legacy 121.5 MHZ ELT for his
Piper Cub. He does a deep dive into the numbers about the
efficacy of the ELT.
Paul is becoming my favorite aviation content publisher.
Beneath his grumpy looking exterior lies a very intelligent,
sometimes sarcastic, and dry humorist. His content is worth
your attention.
I argue that with mandated ADS-b that most crashes could
be found with an online app and the plane’s N-Number. I
also have a cell phone that is being tracked by my cell
provider.
If all those fail, I would be more comfortable with a more
inexpensive Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) or if I want pay
a little more, a satellite tracker like Spider Tracks or Spot.
Those take a positive action to activate, so inadvertent
activations don’t happen (like a hard landing). They also
don’t need the expensive battery replacement.
The ELT mandate came from Congress after two prominent
legislators perished in a plane crash in Alaska and the
wreckage was not found. Congress then mandated aircraft
carry beacons, with some exceptions, although at the time the
FAA opposed it.
Since the mandate for beacons came from congress, it may
be more complicated to remove it. So, I’m not sure the FAA
can remove it, but as with many laws these days, they could
stop enforcing and not violate those without them. They
could just remove the yearly ELT sign off in the logbooks.
Any one of those things would be fine with me.
I would carry a PLB instead.

Social media sites
www.facebook.com/eaa168
www.twitter.com/eaa168 (@eaa168)

Newsletter Archives Online
www.eaa168.org/wp/recent-newsletters/
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Don Christiansen Receives his First Flight Plaque

By Michael Stephan

Since the pandemic has shut down our in-person Chapter
meetings, I flew out to Stephenville on an early August
morning and met Don Christiansen to award him our
Chapter’s First Flight Plaque. With me and holding the
camera was Norm Biron. He also brought the plaque.
This is a very special picture, since first flights are rare
occurrences. We have only had a few of them the past 5
years. So being able to congratulate a builder for a first flight
on behalf of the Chapter is very special.
Don, Norm and myself celebrated by
having breakfast at restaurant just down
the road from the airport. We don’t get to
see Don that often, so it was enjoyable to
spend time catching up and listening to
some of the stories of him flying the Rans
S-21 in the Idaho BackCountry.
One of the revelations that I learned
about the Don’s S-21 is the Whirlwind
ground-adjustable prop. Don said it was
pitched to optimize cruise speed, but when
he arrived in Idaho and planned to fly in
the high density mountain air, he was able
to adjust the pitch to generate more RPM
and hence more horsepower.
Having hopped around Idaho for the
summer, Don said the airplane will be in
the paint shop next month. Can’t wait to
see that. Hope he sends a picture.
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Project Updates - Tail Cones
By Michael Stephan

As some projects are now flying, we have several that are
making good progress. This month’s progress focuses on tail
cones. Last month, Ben Wright showed us the progress on
his RV-14’s tail cone. But, this update does not include Ben.
It does however, concern two other projects underway at
Grand Prairie.
The first is Ralph Hunter and his RV-10 tail cone. Ralph’s
day job keeps him pretty busy, but the last few weeks have
afforded him some time on the RV-10. In that time he has
finished the elevators and rudder and started working on the
tail cone. As with many of Vans prepunched kits, the parts
can come together pretty quickly, and it wasn’t long before
Ralph had the tail clecoed together. After working on the
smaller parts of the tail kit, it is rewarding to see the larger
parts coming together. There is a sense of accomplishment
that the airframe is taking shape. It is the psychological
boost of “big parts = big progress”.

Sideskin on Ralph’s tail cone

The next tail cone to discuss belongs to Ted Harrison. This
project I have a particular interest in, since it is a very new
design using an older airframe. To refresh your memory, Ted
is building an F4 Raider. What is that you say? It is a
derivation of the F1 Rocket that uses a four cylinder engine
instead of the heavier 6 cylinder engine that the F1 uses.
Where the F1 was its own design, the F4 uses a donor RV-4
kit for some of its parts to build an F1 fuselage. The issue is
a lack of plans specifically for the F1 fuselage. When they
were in production there were not any kits. All the fuselages
were “quickbuilds”. Vince Frasier is now producing the F1
fuselage as a traditional kit, but the plans are not yet
finished. Ted purchases the parts and uses the RV-4 plans,
Harmon Rocket plans, a few templates from Vince and a bit
of head scratching to assemble his Raider fuselage. Vince is
also building an F4 and is further along, so there has been a
few phone calls and pictures exchanged. I check on Ted’s
progress regularly because it is interesting to watch that kit
come together.
I like it.
What’s the progress? OK.
Ted has recently riveted the tail skins onto the fuselage
stringers, except for the top skin. That will be put on after
the fuselage is flipped and out of the jig. He is currently
creating the front belly and side fuselage skins. To do that he

Ralph’s RV-10 tail cone

While he assembles the last part of the tail kit, he is
awaiting the delivery of the fuselage and wings kits, which
will bot be quickbuild, a decision he made recently to help
speed completion of the project.
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ordered sheets of aluminum and with full scale paper
templates is cutting and fitting those skins. In this area, the
skins are .040” thickness, which are thicker than what Van
uses on the RV-4.

Ted Harrison’s F4 fuselage

I often compare the F4 design to my RV-8. They are both
tandem aircraft with a similar engines and the dimensions
are very close in many areas. I can definitely say that the F4
fuselage, which is the F1 fuselage just with a different
engine mount, is more robust than my RV-8. The F1 is a
very beefy structure. I has more and thicker longerons. The
skins are thicker in places. Unlike the LSA trend of lighter
structures, the F1 is going in the other direction.

F4 Fuselage prepared for the front side skins

September 2020
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Other Project Updates
By Michael Stephan

We do have other progress to
report.
Pete Miller is continuing to
string wire in his RV-7 project.
He is taking a very smart
approach to building his
electrical system. Instead of
buying the EFIS Screens, radios
and transponders and then
building the harnesses, he is
installing the harnesses first.
That puts off the big cash outlay
for that equipment, which is
aging as you finish the install
around it. It also allows for
improvements and updates to the
equipment before it has to be installed. Installing software
updates to new equipment before first flight is a bit
frustrating. Even worse is an improved/newer model being
produced. I have seen many builders selling older avionics
as “new in box” and “never installed”.
I think Pete is on to something here.
This concept does require using the manuals to piece
together the system instead of using the equipment itself.
Fortunately, DYNON sells many premade harnesses. The
Engine Monitoring (EMS) harness is extensive, and is most
of the wires that penetrate the firewall. DYNON’s
harnesses are also very well designed in that they are color
coded, and those colors match the documentation in the
install manual. The chance of making a mistake is much
less. On my DYNON install for my RV-8 I chose to
purchase several of the harnesses from DYNON. Makes
life simple.

Pete Miller’s RV-7 sees the light of day. Very Nice.

module, the location of it very critical as well as the
orientation for gyro accuracy.
Vans recommends installing the ADAHRS in front of the
second bulkhead behind the baggage bin bulkhead. Vans
also fabricates a bracket to make that happen. It is
important to have the box straight and level in all three
axis. That bracket is designed for that and is typical of
what people install.

Another module that Pete has installed is the very
important ADAHRS, the gyros and sensors that derive the
airdata (airspeed and altitude) and the artificial horizon.
Since DYNON also includes the magnetometer in this

Pete Miller’s ADAHRS installation
PRIVATE
INSTRUMENT

COMMERCIAL
FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

American Flyers South
Addison Airport (KADS)
4650 Airport Parkway
Addison, TX 75001
214-765-9040
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My RV-8FB doesn’t have a great location to put the
ADAHRS sensor, so DYNON has made an accommodation
to install a separate magnetometer. That allows the
magnetic directional sensor requirements to be separated
from the requirements of the gyros.

With a brief pause in attaching the canopy (no I didn’t break
the new one), I am working on wheel pants and gear leg
fairings. After that, it will be time to put the wings back on for
the last time and finish wingtip install.

Now that we are back to my project, I have a few updates
as well.
The first update for me is the install of my engine hoses.
Instead of ordering the firewall forward kit from Vans, I
opted to assemble my own firewall forward pieces. For
hoses I used TS Flightlines, which is now part of Aircraft
Specialty (aircraftspecialty.com). They do an excellent job
and many RV builders have used them for their quality
hoses. I decided to fire shield all of my critical hoses. All
my fuel hoses have integral fire shield. TS Flightlines uses a
hose with red integral fire shield that has a smaller outside
diameter and therefore a better bend radius limit. For my oil
hoses, which usually don’t include fire protection, I use
firesleeve to cover them. Then the only hose that doesn’t
have fire protection is my manifold pressure hose that goes
to the mags and the engine sensor. I does however have a
clear plastic abrasion protection.
Instead of Van’s predetermined lengths for hoses, I
measured every length and had those custom lengths made.
They all fit perfectly except for one which I measured
wrong and had remade. The firewall forward plumbing is
done.

RV-8FB wheel pants and gear fairings.

Speaking of wingtips, I thought I had that task finished. The
tips that come with the newer RV-8 kits I have finished.
However, I have a set of the older Horner style RV-8 tips and
have found some lenses that will allow me to put nav lights in
the leading edge of the tip similar to my current tips. Since I
believe the Horner tips are faster, I will build them up as well.
I can then test them both when the airplane is flying and have
some data to report. I’ll keep the faster ones.
That might just happen this year. Fingers crossed.

RV-8FB Engine hoses from TS Flightlines
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Chapter Tool List

Upcoming Events
By Michael Stephan

sadness for the foreseeable future, but here is a few links.
Sun N Fun’s website
snfhome.org
Garmin Webinars
www.garmin.com/en-US/aviation/SNF2020/
Gleim’s Virtual Fly In
www.gleimaviation.com/
Sporty’s Virtual Fly In
www.sportys.com/pilotshop/pirep/cat/pireps/
post/virtualflyin/
EAA
www.eaa.org
Mike Patey’s scrappy build
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=s6lncBfGtu8&list=PL9OFkVHYEhoFUPV78e3hh
0TVPMhYI73f9
Flight Chops
www.youtube.com/user/FlightChops
www.youtube.com/watch?v=a58QG5GwgYg
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Our tool custodian is Brad Roberts. This list can also be
found on the Chapter’s website at eaa168.org
Aircraft Scales -3 digital scales can not be checked out must be used by Tech Counselor
who will come to your project. Contact Michael Stephan
Borescope: USB with articulating camera. Use with
Android tablet or laptop computer.
Cable Cutter
Camloc Installation Pliers
Compression Tester - Piston compression tester with
instructions
Digital Level - 24" "SMART" level with digital readout and
instructions
Drill Guide for Tubing - Accu-Drill with instructions
Edge Roller - Creates rolled edge on sheet metal
Flaring Tool- 37 degree flaring tool -sizes 1/8", 5/16" -5/8"
Fresh Air Respirator - HobbyAir Fresh Air Respirator
with half-mask, 40' hose, belt, and painting hood. Please
return cleaned and ready for use. User may purchase
facemask or other accessories from www.axispro.com.
Hole Cutter -Adjustable MALCO HC1 with instructions.
Cuts holes in wood and sheet metal from 2" to 12" in
diameter
Hole Punches - Greenlee Punches, sizes 1 1/8", 1 3/8", 2",
2 1//2", 2 3/4", 3"
Instrument Hole Template- Metal Template from Aircraft
Spruce. Not to be used as a drill guide
Instrument Panel Punches - 2 1/4" and 3 1/8" -Not for
composite or fiberglass
Kearney Swager - Hand - operated roll type swaging
machine to swage MS -type terminals onto galvanized and
stainless steel cables from 1/16" to 3/16" diameter. This
swager belongs to Mel Asberry who has offered to let
Chapter members use it at his workshop.
Magneto Synchronizer - Eastern Electronics Model E-50
with instructions
Nicopress Swager / Cable Cutter - Swages Nicopress
sleeves onto control cables. Swages sleeve sizes 1/16, 3/32,
1/8, 5/32, 3/16, and 7/32. Includes a cutter for 7x7 and 7x19
cables up to 7/32 diameter.
Nicopress Swaging Tool - Economy style, sizes 1/16",
3/32", 1/8"
Pneumatic Nibbler - Air nibbler for sheet metal
Rivet Cutter
Sheet Metal Dimpler - 3/32" vise grip dimpler from
Avery's
Sheet Metal Nibbler - Hand type nibbler
Tach Checker - Tach checker with instructions
Tensiometer: For checking cable tensions.
Tube Bender - Sizes 3/16" - 3/8"
Tube Cutter - Tube Cutter 1" max OD
Rockwell Harness Tester
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For Sale: Parts, Planes, Services

For Sale (New Price): GARMIN GTX 327 MODE A/C
TRANSPONDER. $300.00
Contact Norm Biron normbiron@msn.com
For Sale: Hartzell Constant Speed Propeller
HC-F2YR-1F/F7666A-2/SM4. Total time in service: 444.9
hrs.Total time since overhaul: 0.0 hrs.Prop. strike reduced
diameter to 72”Price negotiable,
Contact Norm Biron normbiron@msn.com

For Sale: Highly modified
Murphy Renegade Biplane.
Everything rigged and almost
ready for cover. Includes
Jabiru 3300A (120 hp), and
wood prop, 250 hrs, TTSN.

Hangar Space: Hangar space for rent at Aero Country, for
small plane such as RV6.

All modifications approved by
designer. Needs electrical, instruments, and covering.
Quick-build kit goes for $21,950 without engine. I have
most everything needed to finish except for instruments
and radio. Dual fuel tanks (14 gals total), Nav lights and
strobes, ELT, and much more.

Call Klaus at 972-596-8445.

Make Offer. Call me and let’s talk.
Mel - 972-784-7544
For Sale: Midget Mustang Projects
Larry Birdwell ( ldbirdwell@sbcglobal.net )
For Sale: Varieze w/Cont O-200; 100 hours on overhaul.
1350 total time
$14.5k. Leon Rausch 214-349-6024

To place an ad: Submit requests for aviation related For Sale or Want ads to mstephan@shr.net. Ads are free to Chapter 168 members. Ads from
nonmembers will be run on a space available basis. Ads will be run at the newsletter Editors discretion.

Web site Address: www.eaa168.org
Social media sites: www.facebook.com/eaa168

www.twitter.com/eaa168

EAA CHAPTER 168 OFFICERS
President Michael Stephan
Vice President Jim Novak
Secretary Pete Miller
Treasurer Sam Cooper

Sam Cooper

president@eaa168.org
vicepresident@eaa168.org
secretary@eaa168.org
treasurer@eaa168.org

Norm Biron
Bruce Fuller
Ann Asberry

Michael Stephan
Brad Roberts

Jim Caniff
Brad Roberts
Ben Wright

Mel Asberry
Pete Miller

Board of Directors
Mel Asberry
Michael Hoye

Flight Advisors
972-784-7544
214-354-3638

Jim Quinn
rvmel@icloud.com
sailntss@sbcglobal.net

Technical Counselors
Mel Asberry
Michael Stephan
Michael Hoye
Marvin Brott

972-784-7544
214-232-2405
214-354-3638
214-726-9117

rvmel@icloud.com
mstephan@shr.net
sailntss@sbcglobal.net
pmbrott@sbcglobal.net

Norm Biron
Michael Stephan
Michael Stephan

Membership Coordinator
treasurer@eaa168.org
Newsletter Editor
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Tool Custodian
214-546-0445
ber0101@swbell.net
Safety Officer
972-784-7544
rvmel@icloud.com
Web site Editors
smilinpete@gmail.com
Young Eagles Coordinator
EAA168YoungEagleFlights@gmail.com
Eagles Coordinator
normbiron@msn.com
Social Coordinator
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net
Advertising
214-232-2405
mstephan@shr.net

We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format,
and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to
anyone. Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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EAA Chapter 168

c/o Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM
New Member
Renewal
Info Change
Membership dues for EAA Chapter
168 are $20/year.

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address

Make checks payable to
EAA Chapter 168

City

State

Mail application to:
Sam Cooper
5932 Janet Ct
Westlake, TX 76262-9603

Phone Home:

Mobile:

Zip

email address
EAA #

Exp date:

(Chapter 168 membership requires National EAA membership)

National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
PO Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA Membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax: (920) 426-6761

Pilot/A&P Ratings
I am interested in
helping with:

Plane, Projects (%complete) and Interests:

Fly-Ins
Programs
Newsletter
Young Eagles
Officer

12

